DRY  CRUSHING.
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at about 30 Ibs. per ton of ore, and the cost of drying ore containing 0 per cent, of moisture at 5 cents per ton in Colorado.
An alternative-furnace-—viz., Stetefeldt's shelf drying kiln—was described in a paper read by the inventor at the meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, held at Eoanoke, Virginia, in June, 1883. In principle it resembles the Hasenclever furnace, a number of shelves being arranged zig-zag above each other in a vertical shaft, down which the ore slides, falling from shelf to shelf, while the products of combustion from a furnace rise through it. It is 21 feet high, and dries from 30 to 50 tons of ore per day. Although the first cost of this furnace is considerable, its working expenses are said to be low.
Stamps.—When stamps are used for dry crushing, double discharge mortars are provided (see Fig. 130), and the screens are put low down, giving a small height of discharge. These arrangements are necessitated by the difficulty of discharging the crushed ore from the mortar, the only means of doing this being the dashing of the dry ore against the screens, due to the fall ol' the stamps. Expediting the delivery of the ore by a blast of air forced into the mortal1, or by suction from outside, is not often attempted. The result of the slowness of discharge is that with a given fineness of the mesh of the screens, dry crushing gives ji liner product than wet crushing. This is an {id-vantage with many ores, in respect that the gold is more readily' accessible to the solutions. The output) in dry crushing is much lower than in wet crushing by stamps, and the cost per ton of ore is usually slated to be from 50 to 100 per cent), more.
One of the diHiculties in dry crushing is the production and loss of dusts which is generally richer than the bulk of the ore, for the reason that the sulphides are more brittle than the gangue. This dilliculty is partly met by surrounding the crushing machine with an outer casing, and drawing oil the escaping dust with air suction. Nevertheless, sonuMlust escapes, involving a loss of gold and machinery and to the health of the workmen.
Dry crushing  by stamps  was  formerly  largely
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h'ijj;. 130.    Double I>iHc,iiM,nj;<' Morlar for I )ry (Yu.shiiiL',.
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some  nury
used   in   the  treatment
of silver ores by pan-amalgamation or by hyposulphite, (thiosuiphate) leaching before the abandonment of these processes. It was introduced on a large scale in 189-1 for crushing the oxidised <juart/,ose ores from the. upper levels of the Wai hi and other Ohinemuri (Upper Thames) Mines, New Zealand, and was finally abandoned in favour of wet crushing in i(.>0|, partly owing to the fact that the character of the ore had changed with the working out. of the upper levels.
At the Waihi Milll the ore was dried and part.lv roasted ii
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